BY WAY OF EDITORIAL
We present Marxist Perspective Nº2, amid a worsening of the world crisis that began in 2008 and which yet, despite all the recipes, the cadres of the imperialist bourgeoisie have not been able to contain it.
In this issue, we aim to recover for the new generations of revolutionaries
categories and concepts belonging to the Marxist legacy that have been, in
the understanding and extension in their historical development, denied
or “updated” to theories strange to it. This idea, shared by intellectuals and
academics, has been carried out in the name of a pretended “sophistication”
which the result has been a pastiche between elements taken from Marxism
and bourgeois theories in vogue, these latter analyzed under the old logic
of separating its “good” aspects from the “bad” ones -against which Marx
argued with Proudhon- or taken to the postmodern theories of the uses.
We try to go further in the analysis of the Theory of the Permanent Revolution (TPR) in the face of the transition phenomena of the former workers’
States to capitalism, what we have denominated “assimilation”, and the transition from the postwar stage, always from the perspective from which we
assess the historical processes between revolution and counterrevolution.
We will focus in elucidating not only the character and internal nexus, but
also in the method of the international revolution proper to the TPR, recovering the concept of proletarian dictatorship and its international extension.
We will also try to make a structural analysis of Latin America and the development of the category of sui generis Bonapartism and its political implications.
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Our aim with this magazine is to fight as a tend against “Trotskyist” centrism,
that has begun to become a statist current, to whom the subject is not the working class but “revolution”, and from there they establish class correlations. So
they talk about “types of revolution”, as a theoretical foundation for national
programs that sum up redistributionist measures and the redirecting of capitals
within the state frame, and thus losing the transitional internationalist idea.
That is why they cannot confront phenomena such as Syriza and Podemos
-counterrevolutionary reformist expression of the idea of sustaining the
Welfare State in the middle of the terminal crisis of the European Unionin face of which the centrists appear to be impotent, since they intend to
oppose statist measures without the perspective of the struggle for power.
Considered historically, “classical” reformism completely lost its social basis.
Such basis was labor aristocracy, on which it leaned after its claudication, and
it made revolutionaries discuss, in the organizational field, the impossibility
of the formation of Unified Marxist Labor Parties, since a sector of the labor
movement had been won over by revisionism. When capitalism went from its
organic period to its critical period, this trend that posed the harmonic and
pacific development of capital and who defended democratic reforms was
jeopardized. Without reforms there is no reformism and without prosperous
capitalism there are no reforms. This implies that the reformist right wing
becomes anti-reformist, in the sense that it directly or indirectly helps the
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